Research shows that only a small fraction of international funding for humanitarian and development initiatives in Africa goes to locally-led organizations. The vast majority of funds still goes to their foreign-led counterparts — organizations with easier access to capital, social networks, and the donor-speak that funders prefer. Not only is this unjust; it is also ineffective.

Local actors use resources more efficiently and sustainably than their foreign-led counterparts.

PROXIMITY MATTERS IN IMPROVING LIVES. AFRICAN-LED ORGANIZATIONS ARE BEST POSITIONED TO DELIVER IMPACT BECAUSE THEIR LEADERS ARE DEEPLY ROOTED IN THE COMMUNITIES THEY SERVE. THEY WERE BORN THERE, WENT TO SCHOOL THERE, AND THEY LIVE THERE. THEY UNDERSTAND THEIR LOCAL COMMUNITY, AND THEY KNOW WHAT WORKS AND WHAT DOESN’T. YET THEY ARE OFTEN BEING OVERLOOKED BY INTERNATIONAL FUNDERS. SEGAL FAMILY FOUNDATION AND THE AFRICAN VISIONARY FUND AIM TO CHANGE THAT PARADIGM. THEY ARE MAKING SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENTS IN AFRICAN LEADERS AND AFRICAN-LED ORGANIZATIONS AND ARE SPOTLIGHTING HIGH-IMPACT OPPORTUNITIES TO TRANSFORM DEVELOPMENT ACROSS THE CONTINENT.

OVERLOOKED NO MORE:
DONORS INVEST IN AFRICAN CHANGEMAKERS TO MAXIMIZE IMPACT
Solomon King, founder of Fundi Bots, a robotics training nonprofit in Uganda, shares that foreign-led organizations fail just as often as African-led organizations — but they fail later since they have more funding. “Risk capital — funding provided to an organization in its early stages — is something donors need to embrace. The impact that funders seek could be greater if they believed in African-led organizations.”

“We believe in local leadership and impactful work,” says Cher-Wen DeWitt, Director of Partnerships at Segal Family Foundation, a New Jersey-based family foundation which works with a network of more than 200 organizations in East and Central Africa. “Unfortunately, locally-led organizations only get a tiny piece of the pie compared to the work they are doing and the ubiquity of their presence, due to problematic inequity issues in Western philanthropy.”

To recalibrate this imbalance on the funding side, Segal connects grantmakers and grantees, and introduces funders to a country or geography where familiarity is lacking. Sharing lessons learned, the family foundation inspires other grantmakers to join them and helps solve some of the logistical hurdles that impede direct giving.

“That’s where we work in partnership with KBFUS. They provide fiscal sponsorship solutions to many of our local nonprofit partners, enabling them to accept donations as a 501(c)(3) public charity would, without going through the lengthy registration process,” DeWitt explains.

**FINDING IMPACTFUL ORGANIZATIONS**

Funding African-led organizations is at the core of Segal’s mission. During a trip to East Africa in the early 2000s, founder Barry Segal witnessed firsthand how local organizations performed meaningful and impactful work. However, those organizations were unable to access the right audiences for their funding needs. He began funding projects in Rwanda and Tanzania and soon expanded regionally.

“Locally-led organizations only get a tiny piece of the pie compared to the work they are doing and the ubiquity of their presence, due to problematic inequity issues in Western philanthropy.”

** Cher-Wen DeWitt**

What grew out of a personal interest has since developed into a 19-person team. The entire grantmaking staff is African and based in the countries where they work. “Frankly, they are the driving factor in our strategy and in our keen focus on local leadership,” DeWitt says. They
help establish the foundation’s grantmaking strategy, determine how it will grow its networks, and brainstorm ways to support nonprofit partners beyond grants.

“AFRICAN VISIONARIES ON THE GROUND HAVE BEEN ABLE TO PIVOT AND DELIVER MORE IMPACT FASTER THAN THEIR WESTERN COUNTERPARTS, BECAUSE THEY’RE JUST SO TAPPED INTO WHAT’S HAPPENING.”

KATIE BUNTEN-WAMARU

To find new, reputable organizations in which it can deploy capital, Segal relies heavily on its existing African partners. “Their opinions really go a long way. We trust their feedback. And we value their recommendations on new funding opportunities, especially in fields that have been neglected or underfunded because they’re not in fashion in philanthropy,” DeWitt explains.

KBFUS’s keen eye for finding impactful organizations in Africa has also been noticed at Segal. “KBFUS has a wonderful roster of talent in its portfolio,” DeWitt says, “and we have partnered with them to highlight the importance of local leadership and the disparities in funding, and encourage candid conversations around philanthropists’ responsibility in balancing the scales.”

INVESTING IN AFRICAN VISIONARIES
Katie Bunten-Wamaru was still working at Segal in 2016 when the team completed an impact measurement report that found that foreign-led organizations grew twice as fast as those led by Africans because local, African leaders were not the direct recipients of donors’ funding to the continent.

The following year, Segal launched its African Visionary Fellowship, which provides local leaders with exposure, mentorship and access to donor networks. During her first two years overseeing the fellowship, Bunten-Wamaru continually ran into the same issue: funders understood the interest of funding local talent, that it was more sustainable and more impactful, but they faced a number of logistical barriers and bureaucratic hurdles to do so.

African Visionary Fellow Brian Ssozi, founder of the youth empowerment organization Rockies in Uganda, summarizes some of the challenges that African-led organizations face: funders’ lack of trust in unfamiliar organizations; geographical distance; language barriers; minimum budgetary requirements; and specific eligibility requirements in terms of the organization’s structures and systems. “Segal is a totally different funder. When they come to you, they want to grow with your organization — to build capacity, internal systems, and professional development.”

Rockies (Uganda) runs a performance troupe to put talented children and youth through formal education.
SEEKING VALUE ALIGNMENT

Building on her experience at Segal, Bunten-Wamaru launched the African Visionary Fund in 2020 to pool donor contributions and drive unrestricted funding to high-impact African changemakers.

She makes her case very eloquently: “By giving to the Fund, you are funding local visionaries who are deeply rooted in the communities they serve and who will ensure that the hopes and aspirations of those communities inform the solutions being developed — and not the other way around.”

Led by an independent advisory board, the Fund has raised $2.75 million so far, out of a $10 million target that it plans to hit by 2023. In addition to Segal Family Foundation, founding donors include Imago Dei Fund, Peery Foundation, Skoll Foundation, thank you, and Umsizi Fund.

The African Visionary Fund is structured as a purpose fund, hosted at KBFUS. “What’s been remarkable about working with KBFUS is that there’s a lot of alignment on values,” says Bunten-Wamaru. “They are really intentional about the way they interact with their partners, and their approach is based on building real relationships.”

THE PANDEMIC’S SILVER LINING

A silver lining of the ongoing pandemic, Bunten-Wamaru says, is that it has further fueled the need to provide funding to African-led organizations.

“When you look at the way Covid has shaped the conversations in philanthropy this year, and when you look at our African visionaries on the ground, they’ve been able to pivot and deliver more impact faster than their Western counterparts because they’re just so tapped into what’s happening. And they’re able to navigate a changing context so quickly,” Bunten-Wamaru says.

That was the case for Rockies in Uganda. “Proximity gives you the advantage of being swift. Already being on the ground meant that we could immediately redirect our education budget — since the schools were closed — to initiatives focused on the preservation of life,” explains Ssozi.

“Locally-led organizations are proximal to the people and places most affected by disaster,” confirms African Visionary Fellow Mercy C. Kafotoka, founder of Wandikweza, a healthcare outreach initiative in Malawi. “The pandemic highlighted the critical role that a robust, local civil society sector plays. Our proximity to the people enabled us to minimize interruptions for the communities we serve. When the schools had to close, we kept our library open so that students could still study.”

segalfamilyfoundation.org
africanvisionary.org
fundibots.org
wandikweza.org
rockiesug.org

The King Baudouin Foundation United States (KBFUS) is the leading resource for philanthropic giving to Europe and Africa - a trusted advisor for U.S. donors seeking to support their favorite causes and nonprofits overseas. To learn more about our donor-advised funds, legacy funds and KBFUS ART, please visit www.kbfus.org. Or contact us at (212) 713-7660 or info@kbfus.org.